Abstract-In cloud systems, it is non-trivial to optimize task's execution performance under user's affordable budget, especially with possible workload prediction errors. Based on an optimal algorithm that can minimize cloud task's execution length with predicted workload and budget, we theoretically derive the upper bound of the task execution length by taking into account the possible workload prediction errors. With such a state-of-the-art bound, the worst-case performance of a task execution with a certain workload prediction errors is predictable. On the other hand, we build a close-to-practice cloud prototype over a real cluster environment deployed with 56 virtual machines, and evaluate our solution with different resource contention degrees. Experiments show that task execution lengths under our solution with estimates of worstcase performance are close to their theoretical ideal values, in both non-competitive situation with adequate resources and the competitive situation with a certain limited available resources. We also observe a fair treatment on the resource allocation among all tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has emerged as a compelling paradigm for the deployment of ease-of-use virtual environment on the Internet. One of typical features of Clouds is its pool of instantly accessible virtualized resources that can be dynamically customized, while optimizing the resource utilization.
Traditional task scheduling adopted in distributed systems like Grids assumes discrete resource usage model [1] , [2] , [3] . The processing ability assigned to a task cannot be customized by users elastically. Such an indivisible resource consumption model with discrete computation units results in a non-trivial problem like binary Integer programming problem. For example, given a CPU-intensive task that was assigned with a payment budget and a particular per-timeunit price for resource consumption, how many cores would lead to the minimization of the task execution length (or execution time) is an Integer Programming problem. That is, much of CPU rate may not be fully utilized in this case.
With virtual machine (VM) resource isolation technology [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , the computational resources could be partitioned and reassembled to meet users' specific demands, significantly improving resource utilization. The key contribution of this paper is improving the algorithm to suit practical issues like the worst-case performance with possible workload prediction errors.
• In our work, the divisible-resource allocation problem is modeled as a convex optimization problem [10] , such that we can find the optimal solution quickly from the perspective of resource allocation. We also take into account in our model the possible execution costs like the extra time in loading VM images. Based on the problem formulation, we can rigorously prove that our proposed algorithm is an optimal solution to minimize cloud task execution length with respect to resource allocation.
• We further study the upper bound of task execution length in the situation that task workloads are predicted with a margin of errors, which is more in the line with reality. Although the existing workload prediction method like multi-variate polynomial regression [11] have been very effective, it still suffers inevitable margin of prediction errors like 10%. The inevitable workload prediction errors may significantly affect task execution in reality. In this paper, we theoretically derive the performance bound of task length for the above proposed optimal algorithm in terms of a margin of prediction errors, as compared to the theoretically ideal task length with hypothetically precise workload information. This is fairly valuable/useful in that users are able to predict the worst performance in advance and one can tune the resource allocation to meet higher Quality of Service (QoS) based on our derived bound of task execution time.
• We implement and evaluate the algorithm over a real cluster environment deployed with 56 real VM instances. By leveraging Xen's credit scheduler [12] and Linux network traffic controller (TC) [13] , we evaluate our algorithm based on divisible CPU rates, on-demand network and disk bandwidth. The cloud services in our experiment corresponds to different types of executions like computation incentive or I/O incentive applications. Experiments confirm that our solution by considering the workload prediction errors is able to effectively restrict task's execution length even in a competitive situation with a certain limited resource capacities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the research as a convexoptimization problem that aims to minimize task execution length with divisible resource allocation subject to some constraints like user payment budgets. In Section III, we describe the optimal solution and rigourously prove its optimality in minimizing task execution length. In Section IV, we derive the upper bound of task execution length for the situation with erroneous workload prediction, as against to the ideal results with the hypothetically precise prediction. We present the experimental results generated over a real cluster environment in Section V. We discuss the related works in Section VI and conclude with a vision of the future work in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our architecture follows a popular data center model (or server/client model) to process user requests. The cloud server is responsible for collecting dynamic availability states of managed nodes and customizing virtual machines for users based on their elastic demands. The procedure in executing a task can be split into three steps: (1) Select a physical node upon task arrival. (2) Each task will be executed in an individual VM instance, whose resources are customized on demand by virtual machine monitor (VMM), a.k.a., hypervisor. (3) Send computational results to users.
Different task executions are likely of largely different patterns due to the fact that they need multiple types of resources (or execution dimensions). For example, one task execution may be split into multiple steps, each calling for a different CPU rate or I/O bandwidth on demand (e.g., CPU, IO, CPU, · · ·).
We assume there are n resource nodes (denoted by p i , where 1≤i≤n). For any particular task requiring R execution dimensions (e.g., R execution steps each with different types of resources), we denote the complete set of execution dimensions by Π and denote p i 's capacity vector on the multiple dimensions by c ( 
In the paper, we use bold-face to indicate a vector).
A task assigned to node p i is denoted by t ij , where 1≤j≤m i , and m i refers to the number of tasks assigned to p i . The workload vector of the task t ij to process in multiple dimensions is denoted by
T . Hence, t ij needs a resource vector to complete its workloads, and we denote such a vector as r(
T , where r k (t ij ) (k=1,2,· · ·,R) refers to the resource fraction split from t ij 's assigned node p i . Node p i 's resource availability vector on multiple dimensions (denoted a(p i )) is calculated by c(p i )− ∑ tij running on pi r(t ij ). The resource to be allocated to a task t ′ must conform to Inequality (4), where ≼ means componentwise inequality between two vectors.
In our model, t ij 's execution length (or execution time) is defined as l(t ij )
T ·r(t ij ) −1 +△ (Equation (2)), where
T and △ implies a constant extra cost (such as VM-loading time). Such a definition of execution time specifies a broad set of applications, each of which needs a series of phases to process (or mixed non-overlapped executions on various types of resources). For example, computing the matrix formula (A m×n ·A n×m ) k x=d m×1 could be split into 5 phases -loading matrix from disk, computing the product C m×m =A m×n ·A n×m , computing matrix-power C k m×m , solving C m×m x=d m×1 , and storing x onto disk.
The R types of resources (or R execution dimensions) are associated with a price vector denoted as b(
denote the pertime-unit price the consumers need to pay for the resource consumption of p i at kth execution dimension. Then, t ij 's total payment ρ(t ij , ∆t) can be calculated via Equation (1) , where ∆t refers to t ij 's execution period on p i .
We argue that it is non-trivial to precisely predict task execution length and quantify the resource consumption at each dimension, thus it is inviable for users to forecast their total payment in advance. Hence, we adopt the payby-reserve policy, in which the users could get the reserved resources for the task execution. The users feel happy as long as the per-time-unit rate is always within an acceptable budget (denoted B(t ij )), i.e., Formula (3). Such a payment policy is widely adopted by Cloud systems like OpenPEX [14] , and also recommended by Amazon EC2 for cost modeling research [15] .
In the following text, we might omit the symbols t ij and p i if thus would not cause ambiguity (especially when a task is already determined). For instance, l k (t ij ), r(t ij ), b k (p i ), a(p i ) and B(t ij ) may be substituted by l k , r, b k , a, and B respectively.
Finally, the resource allocation problem is modeled as a convex optimization problem: for a submitted task t ′ with its workload vector l(t ′ ), how to minimize its execution length (i.e., Equation (2)) subject to constraints (3) and (4), where p e is selected from among all managed hosts and r(t ′ , p e ) means executing t ′ on p e ).
, where p e is execution node (3)
III. OPTIMAL DIVISIBLE-RESOURCE ALLOCATION (ODRA)
We outline the pseudo-code of the skeleton algorithm in Algorithm 1, which describes how to select nodes for the specific task t ′ . The input list contains two parts, resource information and task information. The former includes the candidate node set S={p 1 ,p 2 ,· · ·,p n }, price vector set P ={b 1 ,b 2 ,· · ·,b n } and availability vector set A={a 1 ,a 2 ,· · ·,a n }; the latter includes t ′ 's budget B(t ′ ) and its predicted workload vector l(t ′ ). According to Algorithm 1, Line 3 aims to perform a Local Optimal divisible-resource Allocation Algorithm (LOAA) on each physical node with low time complexity (to be described in Algorithm 2). This is the most critical step in that the rest part (Line 4∼7) just selects the node which can achieve the shortest execution length.
The optimal solution to the local resource allocation could leverage convex optimization theory [10] . We denote the optimal resource fraction vector as r * (t ij ) or r * , i.e., the resource vector that minimizes the task execution length, subject to payment budget and resource availability. However, it is non-trivial to directly solve it as analyzed in our previous work [16] ). To this end we devise an algorithm with only O(R 2 ) to find the optimal solution. As follows, we first present the optimal resource fraction without the constraint (4) in Theorem 1, and then present the optimal algorithm (LOAA) that takes into account constraint (4) .
Theorem 1: In order to minimize f (r(t ij )) subject to the constraint (3), t ij 's optimal received resource vector r ( * ) (t ij ) is shown as Equation (5), where k=1, 2, · · ·, R. (Note that r ( * ) (t ij ) is not subject to Inequality (4), unlike the notation r * (t ij ) that relies on Inequality (4).)
Proof: Since
is convex with a minimum extreme point. Then, we can easily derive Equation (6) using the Lagrangian multiplier method.
In order to minimize f (r), the optimal resource vector r
. By combining this equation with Equation (6), we derive Equation (5) .
Remark: By combining the constraint (4), r ( * ) based on Equation (5) is right the optimal solution as long as r ( * ) ≼a(p i ). However, if r ( * ) does not fully satisfy the constraint (4) (i.e., ∃ k: r
should not be a viable solution. Hence, we propose an efficient algorithm (Algorithm 2) to find the optimal solution subject to the constraint (4) with the provable time complexity O(R 2 ).
Definition 1: Given a specific budget C for task t ij 's execution in a subset Γ(⊆Π, i.e., subset of the execution dimension set), CO-STEP(Γ, C) is defined as the procedure in computing the optimal solution of minimizing f (r Γ (t ij )) subject to the constraint (7) by using convex optimization (similar to the proof of Theorem 1), where r Γ (t ij ) and b T Γ (p i ) denote the resource fractions gained by t ij and the price vector assigned by p i w.r.t. Γ respectively.
Algorithm 2 (namely LOAA) is devised for minimizing f (r(t ij )) subject to the constraints (3) and (4).
; /*Compute optimal r ( * ) based on Γ with unbounded capacity assumption*/ 4:
In this algorithm, line 3 executes CO-STEP(Γ,C) in order to find the optimal r ( * ) Γ , without considering the constraint (4). If r ( * ) Γ happens to completely satisfy the constraint (4) (i.e., Ω=∅), then it is the final result. Otherwise, the resource fractions (r k ) that violate the constraint (4) will be set to the upper bounds (i.e., a k ) and the corresponding dimensions (i.e., Ω) will be taken away from Γ, then,
for the remaining dimensions. The process will go on until all the remaining computed optimal resource fractions satisfy the constraint (4). Since the time complexity of CO-STEP(Γ,C) is O(|Γ|), the number of computation steps of Algorithm 2 in the worst case is
Theorem 2: Given a submitted task t ij with a workload vector l(t ij ) and a budget B(t ij ) and a qualified node p i with its resource price vector b(p i ), Algorithm 2's output r * is optimal for minimizing t ij 's execution length (i.e., f (r(t ij ))), subject to the constraint (3) and constraint (4) .
We can prove Algorithm 2's output must satisfy the sufficient and necessary conditions of optimal solution. We omit the detailed proof, which can be found in [16] .
IV. OPTIMALITY ANALYSIS WITH WORKLOAD PREDICTION ERRORS

A. Problem Description
Although Algorithm 2 is proved optimal, such optimality is subject to a strong assumption that the workload vector is accurately estimated. In reality, task's workloads may not be precisely predicted by ordinary users. In this section, we derive the upper bound of task execution length under Algorithm 2 with possible workload prediction errors.
Definition 2: Suppose a task t ij 's estimated workload vector is l ′ (t ij ) but the real workload vector is l(t ij ). Then, l ′ (t ij ) satisfies Inequality (8), where α and β are the lower bound and upper bound for the estimation ratio.
We use the following example to illustrate the above definition. Suppose the task t ij 's real workload vector always ranges in [125, 1000] single-core-length, and the workload vector l ′ (t ij ) used by Algorithm 2 is based on the history of the task's execution. Each element l 
It is obvious that with the inaccurate prediction of task's workload, the output of Algorithm 2 will definitely be skewed from the result with accurate information. Hence, one question is how far the output produced by Algorithm 2 based on l ′ (t ij ) would be away to the result based on l(t ij ). That is, our objective is to derive an upper bound of task execution length for Algorithm 2 based on erroneous workload information (i.e., Inequality (8)).
B. Analysis with Erroneous Workload Prediction
We analyze the worst execution performance with erroneous workload prediction in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.
For simplicity of description, we denote r *
+△) as the output of Algorithm 2 with the erroneous workload estimation and the corresponding execution length respectively, and E indicates "Estimation with error". Similarly, we denote r *
as the output with precise workload vector and the corresponding execution length, respectively, and I indicates "Ideal case". Hence, our objective is to determine the upper bound of
Denote r ( * ) E the optimal resource allocation with unbounded resource capacities. The output of Algorithm 2 could be split into two situations:
The first situation indicates that in terms of the skewed workload prediction, all of the resource fractions calculated by the initial CO-STEP in Algorithm 2 happen to be no greater than the corresponding resource capacities. That is, the output of the first-round CO-STEP complies with the Inequality (10) . r ( * )
In contrast, the second situation means that the initial CO-STEP cannot fulfill the above condition, and the optimal allocation cannot be found until a few more adjustment steps (line 4 ∼ line 7 of Algorithm 2). We first derive the upper bound of task t ij 's execution length for the first case (i.e., Theorem 3), and then discuss the upper bound (i.e., Theorem 4) for the second one.
Theorem 3: Given a task t ij with a budget B(t ij ), a node p i whose resource price vector is b(p i ), and a inaccurate workload vector l ′ (t ij ) subject to Inequality (8) , then the tight upper bound of t ij 's execution length under the resource allocation r ( * ) E conforms to Inequality (11) .
Main idea of proof : It is obvious that r is the result with more constraints. Thus, we could get the final conclusion as long as we could prove Inequality (12) .
Proof: As mentioned previously, we omit the notation t ij for simplicity of expression. For example, B indicates B(t ij ). In terms of Theorem 1 and Equation (5), we could get the following deduction:
Thus, the Inequality (11) Note that if the Inequality (10) does not hold, the output of Algorithm (2) immediately becomes very non-trivial. This is because the optimal allocated resource fractions will not strictly conform to the Equation (6) any more, due to the fact that some fractions (say r k (t ij )) have to be set equal to the corresponding available capacities (i.e., a k (p i )). However, with the in-depth analysis, we can still find an upper bound for such a situation, which will be proved in Theorem 4. Before proving this new theorem, it is necessary to introduce a new definition and Lemma 1, which will be used later.
Definition 3: Suppose Γ is a set of execution dimensions selected from the complete set Π (i.e., Γ ⊆ Π).
Ik (Γ) denotes the convexoptimal resource-share calculated by aiming to minimize the target function f I (Γ) subject to the condition (13), where
Based on Definition 3 and Theorem 1, we could derive r
Ik (Γ) as Equation (14) 
The key rule of the above definition is that the resource fractions outside Γ are optimized stationary points while those inside are not. For simplicity of description, we use r
Ik to substitute r I (Γ) could be denoted as Equation (15). 
Proof: Denote r
Ii |d i ∈ Π\Γ}, conforming to the Equation (17) .
Based on Definition 3, r
Ii (∀d i ∈ Π\Γ) are all stationary points such that f I (Γ) is minimized using convex optimization. In contrast, r * Ii (∀d i ∈ Γ) may not be stationary points based on the Definition 3. Note that all of r * Ii (i=1,2,· · ·,R) together also conforms to the Formula (13), thus f
[ * ]
I (Γ) must be a better solution than f * I , which means f
Theorem 4: Given a task t ij with a budget B, a resource node whose available resource vector and price vector are a and b respectively, and an erroneous workload vector l ′ subject to Inequality (8) , then, the tight upper bound of t ij 's execution length with resource allocation r * E conforms to Inequality (18) , where Ω refers to the set of dimensions constructed at Line 4 of Algorithm 2 performed with the inaccurate workload vector (l ′ ) and r * Ii is the optimal allocated resource fraction outputted when using the real workload vector (i.e., l).
Proof: If Inequality (10) holds (i.e., r
indicates one solution (more specifically, it is actually the optimal resource fraction with accurate workload vector) outputted by Algorithm 2, we have r * Ii ≤ a i . Hence, Inequality (19) must hold.
Based on the Inequality (11) and Inequality (19), we can get Equation (18) when r ( * ) E ≼ a. As follows, we will intensively discuss the situation with r ( * ) E a (i.e., there exists at least one resource dimension d j ∈ Ω such that its convex-optimal resource fraction r ( * ) j after the first-round CO-STEP in Algorithm 2 is larger than its available capacity a j ). In this situation, Ω ̸ = empty set (∅) as the whole Algorithm 2 ends. Without loss of generality, let the index numbers of the dimensions in Ω be 1, 2, · · ·, |Ω|.
As for r * E , according to Algorithm 2, we know that r *
ER are right the stationary points computed by convex optimization subject to the Equation (20) .
Hence, we could get Equation (21) as follows.
Then, we could get the following derivation.
Based on Equation (22), we could get Equation (23):
On the other hand, we should also study f * I and compare it to f * E . First of all, as for the optimal allocation vector r * E , let us select the resource fractions whose dimensions belong to Ω. Please note that this Ω is the one outputted by Algorithm 2 using the "erroneous estimated workload vector" instead of the accurate workload vector. Then, we could easily get the identical equation (24) . (24) According to Lemma 1, i.e., Inequality (16), we have f 
Then, we could get Equation (26) .
Further more, we could get the following inequality based on Inequality (8) .
By combining Equation (23), Equation (26) and Inequality (27), we could further get the Inequality (28) .
Consequently, we could get the following deductions:
Note that the last step in the above derivation is due to the fact that α ≤ β and ∀d i ∈ Ω, r * Ii ≤ a i . By further taking Inequality (16) into account, we get the conclusion
aibi . As follows, we will use a use-case to argue that the upper bound is tight. Suppose the number of dimensions is 2, i.e., |Π|=2, and a task's load vector is (l 1 , l 2 )
T . We consider the following two cases, each of which makes f * E = f *
I :
• If Ω is empty set and a 1 b 1 +a 2 b 2 ≤ B, then the optimal solution will always be a = (a 1 , a 2 ) T , regardless of the values of α and β, thus f * E = f * I .
• If Ω is non-empty set and |Ω|=1 and let d 1 ∈ Ω without loss of generality, we take into account such a case that l
l2 , then we could get that α = β and r
Ii where i=1,2. As such, we could easily deduce that r * Ei = r * Ii , which also implies f * E = f * I .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Experimental Setting
We evaluate our Optimal Divisible-Resource Allocation (ODRA) algorithm in a real cluster environment, called Gideon-II [17] , which is the most powerful super computer at Hong Kong. We are assigned 8 physical nodes connected with 10Gbps high-speed intra-network. Each node has 8 2.45MHz-cores and 16GB of memory size. We deployed XEN 4.0 [18] on each node. Since there must be one core reserved for XEN hypervisor, we created 56(=8×7) VM instances (centos 5.2) on the 8 physical nodes. Three types of resource attributes (CPU rate, network bandwidth, and I/O disk bandwidth) will be split on demand according to our ODRA algorithm. Specifically, we make use of XEN's credit scheduler [12] to dynamically allocate various CPU rates (or capabilities) to the VM-instances. The network bandwidth and the disk reading/writing rate allocated to each user are both reshaped by linux network traffic controller (TC) [13] on demand at run-time.
In our experiment, each user task is constructed by multiple subtasks, each corresponding to various web services with heterogeneous workloads to process. The subtasks could also be data transmission via network or data read/write through disk. So, each subtask could be regarded as an execution dimension with a particular workload to process (such as number of float points, data to transmit) and a resource capacity to allocate (such as CPU rate and network bandwidth).
By leveraging ParallelColt [19] (a library of matrixcomputation), we implement 10 matrix computation programs in the form of web services (listed in Table I ), which can be further combined to construct more complex matrix problems (i.e., user tasks). The number of subtasks per task is randomly set in [5, 15] , and each subtask is a matrix computation selected in Table I . The matrices in our experiments are randomly generated with the scales from 100×100 to 2500×2500, and their data sizes range from 192KB ({100×100}) to 115MB ({2500×2500}).
The tasks emulated in our experiment represent different execution patterns, e.g., CPU bound, memory bound or others. First, ten different matrix computations have various workloads. In Table I , we show their heterogeneous singlecore execution lengths w.r.t. square matrices, where M refers to matrix size and m(∈ [10, 20] ) is the exponent in the matrix-power computation. Second, each task execution involves three types of resources (CPU rate, network bandwidth and I/O disk bandwidth) and possibly multiple execution nodes. For a particular task, its first subtask is reading one or more matrix data from disk drive. The second subtask could be some matrix computation like matrix product, decomposition, or others. As the entire matrix computation is finished, its output (a new matrix) will be transmitted to another VM instance through the network. The data transmission is also a kind of subtask whose workload and capacity is data size to transmit and the network bandwidth controlled on demand. The last subtask of one task is storing the final matrix result into the disk drive. The CPU rate assigned to VMs is controlled by XEN's credit scheduler [12] . Network bandwidth and disk I/O rate are both controlled within [10, 300] Mb/s over NFS through Linux network traffic controller (TC). The CPU capacity of each multi-threaded program (e.g., matrix product, matrix power) is set to 8-cores (i.e., the maximum processing ability of one physical node), while that of any single-threaded program (such as matrix decomposition) is set to 1-core in that more resources cannot get further speedup on it.
We predict the workload of each matrix computation based on history for simplicity, where α and β are set to 0.7 and 2 respectively based on our characterization about prediction errors. In practice, one could use more accurate methods like multi-variate polynomial regression method [11] , whose margin of prediction errors is 7-10%.
Each task is associated with a budget, which is a key factor impacting task's resource allocation. The prices of the 10 matrix operations are set to 1,2,· · ·,10 with the decrease of their workloads. We evaluate our algorithm with different budgets assigned, which are simulated based on Formula (29), where b(F i ) and θ (=0.5∼3) refer to the price of the function F i and a coefficient to tune users' various economic strengths respectively.
Upon receiving a task made up of multiple consecutive matrix computations, our designed algorithm is triggered to compute the optimal resource vector for it and perform resource isolation (e.g., notifying corresponding VMM to customize the CPU rates by credit scheduler).
We compare the experimental results under our algorithm to two types of theoretically optimal results. The first one is the ideal execution length (i.e., f ( * ) I ) based on the ideal convex-optimal resource vector calculated by Theorem 1, with the assumption that the resource capacities are unbounded. We call it ideal optimal time (IOT). The second one is the execution length (i.e., f * I ) based on the practical optimal resource vector under the limited capacities in reality. We call it practical optimal time (POT).
B. Experimental Results
There are two key evaluation metrics. The first one is called execution stretch (ES), aiming to evaluate task's execution performance. A task's ES is defined as its real execution length (with possibly erroneous workloads predicted) divided by its theoretically optimal execution length calculated based on its real workloads recorded after its execution. Smaller ES implies higher execution efficiency and ES being equal to 1 implies that the task's practical execution length reaches its theoretically optimal result. The other one is called performance-payment ratio (PPR), which is used to evaluate the effectiveness of user's payment. A task τ 's PPR is defined in Formula (30), where τ 's payment level is equal to
. The smaller PPR, the higher performance with lower payment meanwhile, indicating higher satisfactory level.
We first evaluate the impact of different budgets assigned to a single task to its execution performance and user's final payment. The task is computing ||(A Figure  1 (a), we observe that the task's ES compared to its IOT increases linearly with the increase of the budgets assigned. This can be explained by Formula (3) or Equation (5) . That is, higher budgets assigned will result in larger theoretically optimal resource amounts allocated, leading to a shorter IOT. However, the task has to be run atop the resources with limited capacities in practice, so the practical optimal time (POT) is actually also degraded correspondingly. We compare task's real execution length to its theoretically practical optical value by taking capacity into account. Figure 1 (a) shows that the average ES is always less than 1.2 in this situation, which confirms that our solution is indeed able to optimize task's performance. In addition, the similar observation goes to the PPR metric, as shown in Figure 1 (b) , confirming the payment should also be satisfied by users.
We also compare the results in the situation with adequate resources and the short-supply situation with relatively inadequate resources respectively. Figure 2 (a) shows the mean/lowest/highest values of the ES compared to IOT and POT respectively. When only a few tasks (e.g. ≤10) are submitted, the mean ES in both situations is always below 1.1, while the highest value of ES (worst situation) is up to 4. This is reasonable based on the following explanation. Note that the computation workloads among some subtasks (i.e., basic matrix operations) are largely different (e.g., between M-M-Multi. and V-V-Multi.), thus the resource amounts derived based on convex-optimization could be quite different. This will make the ideal optimal resource fractions of heavily-loaded subtasks be much bigger than the resource capacities (8-cores for the multi-threaded programs or 1-core for the single-threaded programs), such that subtasks cannot run in its ideal optimal states.
With further increasing number of tasks (from 10 to 40), the ES compared to IOT would decrease notably, yet the ES compared to the POT still keeps pretty close to 1 under this situation (as observed in Figure 2 (a) ). This is attributed to more and more tasks cannot be assigned with the ideal optimal resource vectors (i.e., r ( * ) ) but only the practical optimal ones (i.e., r * ) by considering the limitation of the resource capacities. In fact, at such a situation with relatively short resource supply, task's practical optimal performance would also be degraded correspondingly, and ES≈POT means that the tasks under our resource allocation run as efficiently as the practical optimal state with the capacity limitation. The similar observation goes with the PPR metric, as shown in Figure 2 (b) . When comparing to IOT, the PPR enhances with increasing number of tasks to process, yet it increases more slowly than that of ES shown in Figure 2 We finally analyze the fairness of task's resource allocation based on Jain's fairness index [20] (Equation (31) , where x i is either ES or PPR. 
The fairness of ES (PPR) which is compared to POT is much higher than the one that is compared to IOT, as shown in Figure 3 (a) . This is because the basic matrix operations in our experiment are with largely different workloads (Table I) , which could easily make the resource fractions assigned at different dimensions are quite uneven. That is, the resource amounts expected at some dimensions may be extremely huge, finally succeeding the corresponding resource capacities to different degrees. Then, the degradation of the practical execution compared to IOT could be very arbitrary. However, we could still observe quite stable and highly fair treatment on task's resource allocation w.r.t. POT, i.e., when comparing to the execution length to the practical optimal state considering the capacity limitation.
VI. RELATED WORK Cloud resource allocation problem has been extensively studied for years, however, most of the existing work overlooks the practical issue with possible erroneous workload predictions. Usiao et al. [21] proposed a distributed load rebalancing method for distributed file systems in Clouds. Unlike the file system where data size is relatively easy to predict precisely, we have to deal with erroneous prediction issue in our computational cloud platform with multiple execution dimensions. PACORA [22] is a performance-aware convex optimization model for resource allocation problem, assuming workload information could be known precisely in advance. Goudarzi et al. [23] proposed a multi-dimensional SLA-based resource allocation for multi-tier applications, with the assumption that the average of user request and resource power are pre-known exactly. Jalaparti et al. [24] aims to optimize the resource allocation utilities between any two clients or between client and provider. Their solutions have a strong assumption that the resource capacities are always large enough, while in our model, limited resource capacity is a key constraint, leading to a huge challenge especially in the bound analysis with prediction errors. Meng et al. [25] explicitly endeavored to maximize resource utilization by analyzing VM-pairs' compatibility in terms of the forecasted workload and estimated VM sizes. Their solution is able to approximately identify the compatibility of any pair of two VMs, but cannot resolve the situation with more than two VMs on the same machine. Wei et al. [26] formulated the Cloud resource allocation to be a binary Integer programming problem and solved it using an evolutionary method. A strong assumption in their work is the precise prediction of task's workload vector on multiple execution dimensions.
In order to provide guaranteed service-level agreement (SLA), it is crucial to analyze the possible situation with inaccurately predicted information. A few works (not many) also analyzed this issue for their approaches in the context of Cloud platforms, but differ a lot from this paper. Mao's auto-scaling method [27] and Di's approach [28] took into account load prediction issue in Cloud systems, whereas they both handled a different objective that aims to minimize user payment with guaranteed task deadlines. Thus, the problem formulation is fairly distinct, so is the following solution. Wood et al. [29] adopted black-box and graybox strategies for virtual machine migration, in order to alleviate hot spots based on statistical analysis. However, statistical analysis cannot be used to derive the bound of task execution performance at the worst case. In [30] , AuYoung et al. evaluated the impact of inaccurate prediction for various utility-based scheduling approaches. They make use of simulation to analyze the working efficiency of First-ComeFirst-Serve (FCFS) scheduler and backfilling scheduler [31] with possible skewed estimate of application utility function and resource ability state. Although simulation work could confirm the fault tolerance ability to a certain extent, it cannot prove its effectiveness fundamentally.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a novel algorithm (namely ODRA) which aims to minimize task execution length under a budget with possible prediction errors is proposed and analyzed in depth. We carefully derived the upper bound of task execution length for a practical situation with erroneous prediction of task workloads. The state-of-the-art derived bound of task execution length is very concise, such that it can be easily applied in practice. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to optimize the divisible-resource allocation with in-depth analysis on upper bound of task execution length with prediction errors. We evaluate the performance using a real cluster environment with composite web services. These services are of different execution patterns on multiple types of resources. Experiments show that compared to the idea execution length, task's average execution stretch is less than 1.1 when submitting small number of tasks, and less than 1.2 when over-many tasks are submitted simultaneously. That is, task execution lengths with our solution are fairly close to their theoretically optimal results. In the future, we plan to implement more practical web services for users under our optimal algorithm.
